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Abstract. In this paper we discuss the Global Virtualization Archi-
tecture (GVA) that enables communications between network entities
according to the way they refer to each other rather than understanding
the constraints of particular networks. Our approach is to instantiate a
virtual network that is based on identities of network entities and their
demands on security and network capabilities. An entity may be physical
e.g. a human user, a device, or any thing, or abstract, such as a computer
program, service, group, or role. Each entity is identified by a set of at-
tributes so that connections can be 1 to 1, 1 to many, or many to many.
We call this a Virtual Group Network (VGN). VGNs are independent
of location and device, and their properties may change with time as
entities move.
Keywords: Network, Virtualization, Architecture, Security, Future
Internet.
1 Introduction
The original Internet model overloads the use of IP addresses as both identiﬁers
and locators. This adds undesirable complexity to the solutions targeting uncon-
sidered scenarios, such as mobility and multi-homing. Such model is also based
on host-based end-to-end protocols, meaning that all end systems need to im-
plement the same protocol stack to communicate each other. This signiﬁcantly
reduces scalability as well as the possibility to assume the growing heterogeneity
of devices, specially small and low-power smart objects that do not have the
same capabilities as high-end servers.
We propose to resolve those problems by separating the network functions into
diﬀerent, uncoupled, and hierarchical scopes. We call it the Global Virtualization
Architecture (GVA). On it, access networks have their own protocols and locator
spaces, which are specialized for connecting devices to the network. The global
transit network, to which access networks are connected, also has a specialized
protocol and locator space to deliver information units (packets or messages)
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among access networks. For example, resource-constrained devices may rely into
special gateways that implement the network functions they miss in order to
allow them interact with any other network entity.
In the GVA model, global communications are implemented by using identi-
ﬁers that represent network entities, thus achieving the decoupling of location
and identiﬁcation. This permits to provide additional and specialized function-
ality in the form of network virtualization. Moreover, this approach separates
the data and control plane into specialized virtual infrastructures with diﬀerent
network properties. Thus, speciﬁc traﬃc types may be assigned to their own
virtual network. This enables, for example, the to treat mobility management
exchanges in a diﬀerent way than data exchanges.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we de-
scribe some outstanding architecture proposals for the Future Internet. Then, in
Section 3 we analyse the proposals to determine their strengths and weaknesses.
In Section 4 we describe how we designed GVA to overcome the limitations
shown by analyzed architectures. In Section 5 we discuss the viability of the
proposed architecture. Finally, in Section 6 we conclude the paper.
2 Current Architecture Proposals
In this section we give a brief description of the approaches that may resolve
the aforementioned problems found in the current Internet. We selected solu-
tions which propose a reasonably complete architecture, separate eﬀectively node
identiﬁers and locators, and resolve the scalability problems.
In TRIAD [6], the authors propose an IPv4 NAT-based architecture in which
FQDNs are used as identities, being mapped directly to next hops. Here, routing
uses the Name-Based Routing Protocol (NBRP [9]). TRIAD needs to use reso-
lution to reach objects outside their home realm with related scaling problems.
From the solutions that strictly separates identiﬁers and locators, the Host
Identity Protocol (HIP) [26] achieves it by introducing cryptographic host iden-
tiﬁers forming a new global name space as a new intermediate layer between the
IP and transport layers. On the other hand, the Locator/Identiﬁer Separation
Protocol (LISP) [8] provides routing scalability through a mapping and encap-
sulation solution to separate global identiﬁers used by end nodes in their access
networks and global locators used to traverse the global transit network (the
Internet).
The Heterogeneity Inclusion and Mobility Adaptation through Locator ID
Separation (HIMALIS) [18, 23, 25] also follows the separation of identiﬁers and
locators but, in contrast with LISP and HIP, it provides a higher level of routing
scalability while providing an independent node identiﬁcation scheme, which is
diﬀerent from IP and supports sensor networks (e.g. the Internet of Things). It
diﬀerentiates between local locators (LLOC) and global locators (GLOC), which
are correspondingly used in access networks and the global transit network. It
therefore includes a new naming scheme for generating host names and IDs.
Mobile Oriented Future Internet (MOFI) [17, 24] is an internetworking ar-
chitecture that follows the separation of identiﬁers and locators principle while
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eﬃciently supporting envisioned mobile oriented and network diversity environ-
ment. MOFI basically pursues ID-based communication. In MOFI, a host is the
basic entity that should be identiﬁed for communication but can be extended to
other objects such as user, contents, etc. Locator for routing in each network is
separated from the host ID.
Overlay networks are built on top of other architectures to overcome their
limitations. Chord [37] is a decentralised lookup service for mapping keys to
nodes, much like a churn-tolerant DHT (Distributed Hash Table), which can be
used for routing on ﬂat identiﬁers (labels). Chord has a fairly good performance
and has many improvements, such as LPRS [39]. However Chord has problems to
recover from its ring partitioning and lacks security. The architecture proposed
by Routing on Flat Labels (ROFL) [5] builds on Chord to provide its beneﬁts
to the whole network, removing the necessity of hierarchical addresses in the
Internet.
The clean-slate architectures jettison the current Internet. MILSA [29] and
Enhanced-MILSA (EMLISA) [28] explore a novel, clean-slate architecture for the
Internet, based on the principle of separating identiﬁers and locators but with
other capabilities. They distinguish between realms (organisational areas) and
zones (network connectivity areas). MILSA relies on a stable layout of the RZBS
(Realm-Zone Bridging Servers), which must be pre-conﬁgured. DNS is used for
resolving RZBS names (but not for other nodes). Both solutions however lack
speciﬁc security mechanisms.
The Information-Centric Networking (ICN) raises the role of information to
the middle of communications. The EU-funded projects 4WARD [4] and its
successor, SAIL [7], are deﬁning an ICN architectural paradigm called Network
of Information (NetInf) [3] that extends the concept of identiﬁer/locator split
with another level of indirection and decouples self-certiﬁable objects from their
storage location(s). Another EU-funded project, PURSUIT [38], also approach
the ICN but proposing a publish/subscribe view where information consumers
subscribe to the information they want and information providers “publish”
it. Finally, Content Centric Networking (CCN) [16] is an architecture built on
named data. It has no notion of host at its lowest level – a packet address
names content, not location. However, it preserves the design decisions that
make TCP/IP simple, robust and scalable.
3 Analysis of Capabilities
In this section we analyse the strengths and weaknesses of the proposals discussed
in the previous section, which are HIP, LISP, HIMALIS, MOFI, ROFL, EMILSA,
NetInf, PURSUIT, and CCN. For each of them we evaluated its strengths/weak-
nesses in several aspects by using the following parameters:
– how much architected support for policies they have [A];
– how scalable they are [B];
– how independent they are of the DNS scheme and IP layout [C];
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Fig. 1. Results of the strengths analysis of current proposals for the Future Internet.
Each aspect has been assigned a value from 0 to 10 for each architecture in the top
figure. The bottom figures represent each architecture by its own. It is clear to see that
the biggest and less sharp area the better the architecture is.
– how pragmatic they are, as opposed to purely theoretical approaches [D];
– how secure they are [E];
– how much separation they manage to do between control and data ﬂows [F];
– how deployable and manageable they are [G];
– how well they perform [H]
The results of evaluating these parameters are summarised in Figure 1. It shows
how all approaches are lacking on security and many of them also lack in policy
support. Speciﬁcally, even though TRIAD is a fairly complete solution, based on
IPv4 and, in principle, quite deployable and scalable, it lacks however an explicit
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policy framework, and is too dependent on IP addresses being topologically
aggregated, and also on nodes following closely the DNS hierarchy.
This deﬁciency is addressed in HIP and LISP, as also seen in their ﬁgures,
but they also lack in security, policy support, and independence of IP. Both
HIMALIS and MOFI have similar features, as depicted in their diagrams, and
share with HIP and LISP the lack on security and policy support. As a totally
diﬀerent architecture, ROFL improves in the independence of IP, pragmatism,
and scalability. It also improves in security but neglects the performance and pol-
icy support. As it is also a totally diﬀerent architecture, EMILSA have a good
score in policy management, as well as in achieving a good separation between
control and data. Its main drawbacks are the need for pre-conﬁguration (place-
ment, population, and management of directory services) and the little security
services supported by the architecture. Even though the ﬁnal three architectures
are information-centric, there is a clear separation from NetInf and PURSUIT-
/CCN. NetInf has some advancements in security and policy support, being
one of the most complete architectures evaluated here. In contrast, PURSUIT
and CCN, which are very similar, have many improvements in performance,
scalability, pragmatism, independence of IP but, like many other architectures
commented above, they lack in security and policy support.
4 Global Virtualization Architecture
The Global Virtualization Architecture (GVA) is designed to overcome the lim-
itations of the current Internet. As shown in Figure 2, it is based on three main
functional blocks: 1) A Connectivity Virtualization Layer (CVL) that abstracts
the complexity of the underlying networks into diﬀerent virtualized networks
with diﬀerent properties, like using specialized routing or speciﬁc mechanisms
for information delivery; 2) An Application and Service Virtualization Layer
(ASVL) that manages and oﬀers the Virtual Group Network (VGN) functional-
ity to applications and services; and 3) The Information Infrastructure (I2) that
provides the control, management, and security functions as a separated plane
to manage the network paths to forward information, the security properties of
communications, and support the mobility capabilities.
To oﬀer the beneﬁts of the architecture to the users we deﬁned the VGN
concept as a mechanism to build a speciﬁc view of the whole network with
speciﬁc properties and for a speciﬁc set of entities. The VGN properties deﬁne the
security aspects of the communications, the network constraints, etc. Connected
entities may be real entities, such as people, software, machines, things, etc. or
abstract, such as groups or roles, each represented by its identity with its set
of attributes. We emphasise the diﬀerentiation of identity and identiﬁer. GVA
meets with the ITU-T deﬁnition of identity in its X.1250 [12] and the ITU-T
deﬁnitions for Future Networks [13–15] recommendations.
That said, an identity is the representation of an entity in the form of one or
more information elements (attributes) which allow an entity or group of entities
to be suﬃciently distinguished within context. On the other hand, an identiﬁer
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Fig. 2. Architecture Overview
is a piece of data that uniquely identiﬁes something in a particular domain.
In a general sense, the ASVL and subsequent communications use identiﬁers
to determine the endpoints of the communication participants and to obtain
information from a digital identity if permitted by policies. Nevertheless, they
are not used to unambiguously associate an identity to an object over time and
space, but rather just at a certain moment and communication event.
We build the CVL on the separation of end-point identiﬁers (EPID) from
network locators (LOC). An EPID is a persistent session-based ID for each
network node (entity), which ensures ID-based communication. LOC may be
the IP address to which the end-point is attached but it is open to a diﬀerent
address space. End-to-end communication between two end-points will only use
their EPIDs, whereas data packets will be delivered to an end point by using
the associated LOCs, possibly through one or more transit networks (or even
diﬀerent architectures).
This approach permits GVA to be instantiated on top of any architecture
with a smooth evolution path. It abstracts from the network topology to create
particular network views for each communication using optimal intermediate
elements to transfer information from source to destination. A special entity
inside I2, called the Domain Trusted Entity (DTE) [20,21], has been introduced
to each domain and the instances of all domains are joined through the overlay
network to build a global trusted infrastructure [22] capable of negotiating the
properties of communications, including security.
The VGN model, in conjunction with the I2, supports security and privacy by
design, because the information about an entity, which is identiﬁed by its iden-
tity, will only be given to the allowed entities, as well as cross-layer interactions
to enable end-to-end communications including identiﬁcation of the endpoints.
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The identity-based control plane of the I2 provides inter-administrative domain
support the federation and building on a trust model that supports end-points
and their attributes and identiﬁcation. Requirements for machine-to-machine
communication in self-managing actuator networks, like smart grids, will be
covered.
Finally, GVA will inherit proven concepts developed by Identity Manage-
ment, as well as from locator-identiﬁer and publish-subscribe approaches. New
networking scenarios can be instantiated on top of the existing Internet, while
providing spotlight examples of new architectural approaches that illustrate the
openness to the evolving heterogeneity of the infrastructure and the magnitude
of endpoints to validate the approach.
4.1 GVA Features
As a consequence of this design, the GVA operation framework provides a dy-
namic connectivity model with support for nomadicity and variable reliability
through the concept of VGN. It provides a virtual structure within the network
allowing arbitrary devices to connect and reconnect to a session. At the same
time, VGNs can opt to have a certiﬁed level of trust, where the trust level may
vary. This solution complements trusted devices and trusted services to provide
an overall controllable level of trust for transactions and communication.
GVA supports sustained connectivity for moving endpoints by introducing
new protocols and extensions to existing ones. They handle the setting up and
tearing down of connections, as well as mobility and nomadicity. General meth-
ods known from existing networks will be the starting point to those new pro-
tocols developed to manage the complexity of moving endpoints with possibly
multiple interfaces and contexts.
The approach to network management and control does not involve network
addresses but the identities behind communications. This way, each VGN has
speciﬁc parameters negotiated by the network and based on who is using the
network and what it can provide. In the same way, when analysing network
traﬃc, it can not be associated to a speciﬁc entity, although if permitted by
policies, the network can reveal to whom messages pertain.
GVA provides an extensible framework through APIs for transport, discov-
ery, name resolution, session control, identity management, security and privacy
management will complement the operational framework of GVA and will make
it open for new applications and services.
4.2 Functional Blocks
As introduced above and shown by Figure 3, GVA is based on the deﬁnition of
the CVL as a lower layer functional block, the ASVL as an upper layer func-
tional block, and the I2 as a side plane functional block. Below we detail each
component.
The CVL abstracts the speciﬁc mechanisms and shape of the underlying net-
works, such as IPv6, HIMALIS, MOFI, CCN, PURSUIT, etc., to oﬀer a speciﬁc
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Fig. 3. Functional Blocks of the Architecture
network view that meets with the speciﬁc requirements of future communica-
tions. The construction of this layer is heavily based on the overlay network con-
cept to support integration of multiple underlying network architectures. It can
be seen as a raw arena on which any approach is able to grow without the rigid
limitations of current infrastructures, which can also be modelled in diﬀerent
ways to accomplish diﬀerent communication objectives while being instantiated
on top of disjoint and heterogeneous underlying network architectures. In addi-
tion, this component permits the underlying network architectures to cooperate
and thus oﬀer the best combined functionality to the upper layers and therefore
to the users.
Beyond using identiﬁers, GVA proposes to use attributes that are attached to
entities (digital identities). These attributes, such as belonging to a speciﬁc group
or a speciﬁc role within a company, become the handles with which connectivity
is established, going far beyond existing approaches, such as the identiﬁer/locator
split. ASVL is intended to abstract data communications and thus facilitate to
upper layer elements and application clients the access the functionality provided
by GVA in the form of VGNs, as described above.
At the identity level, ASVL uses the eXtensible Resource Identiﬁer (XRI)
and eXtensible Resource Descriptor Sequence (XRDS) [33]. XRI is used to build
the universal identiﬁers, which are related to identities, resources, and may also
be related to VGNs and context identiﬁers. XRDS is, in turn, used to describe
the resources of the endpoints owned by each entity. Thus, the ASVL includes
a dynamic but consistent identiﬁer scheme that permits the interaction with
other identity management technologies and architectures like SAML [35], Shib-
boleth [36], and OpenID [32].
All this is achieved by deﬁning context envelopes to wrap communication
descriptors (identities of participants, security requirements, environment, etc.).
The necessary discovery mechanisms to enable network nodes ﬁnd each other
and know the services they oﬀer is also integrated into the architecture.
I2 is a vertical plane that supports the operations performed by CVL and
ASVL. It is intended to abstract ASVL from network complexity by permit-
ting the negotiation of communication parameters (including security) from the
identity of their participants, in a secure and isolated manner. Creating this
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infrastructure is part of our Security by Design approach, where security is built
into the network infrastructure at the design stage, rather than trying to bolt
it on afterwards, which is never an eﬀective or reliable way of managing risks.
Therefore, I2 is built with the integration of a security plane, a management
plane, and a control plane.
The security plane is built on top of a separate network infrastructure to be
totally independent of the underlying network and upper layer architectures.
Also, this separation facilitates the fact that data and control messages/packets
are separated from the security messages/packets. However, the necessary in-
termediate elements to build the security plane can be instantiated in the same
logical elements or physical equipment as the context control plane.
Finally, communications in GVA are not bound to addresses or identiﬁers
derived from the network attachment point but instead use special context iden-
tiﬁers to identify the VGN endpoint. Thus, a context enclosed in a VGN rep-
resents the information that wraps and deﬁnes a communication, including the
identities of its participants (senders and receivers), the security requirements
and parameters, the environment, the communication channel, and the path
followed by the information in that channel.
5 Initial Viability Analysis
To get an initial view of the feasibility and viability of GVA we performed a
quick study of currently existing solutions to see how they might need to be
changed in order to be integrated together to obtain the functionality of some
of the components and modules deﬁned in the architecture.
As CVL is primarily built with overlay network mechanisms, we can take
advantage of existing approaches like Chord [37], so it is the starting point of our
research for this functional block. With this and the storage extension provided
by some existing database manager, such as one based on NoSQL like CouchDB,
we can have the base to build both the routing table manager and the storage
hashing extension modules.
For ASVL we can obtain the functionality of the identity and service discov-
ery by integrating an existing discovery service like those found, for instance,
in the SPITFIRE project [31]. Also, the service description module could be
instantiated by reusing RDF solutions [19] which provides the necessary service
semantics and can be easily integrated with the previous component.
Finally, to build I2 we found many existing solutions. For the mobility and
multihoming module, we start by reusing the mechanisms used in other network
architectures like Mobile IP [11], HIMALIS [18], or MOFI [17]. The policy engine
is provided by a XACML [27] module, like XACML-Light [10], and the topol-
ogy management can be provided by reusing one of the many existing topology
engines. The claims validation service can be based on the credential valida-
tion services produced in the TAS3 project, whilst the claims themselves are
SAML [35] assertions with holder of key conﬁrmation elements.
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6 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we analyse diﬀerent architecture proposals for the Future Internet
to know the current gaps and challenges. Then, we introduce GVA, an architec-
ture design that ﬁll those gaps by means of virtualization techniques working
together with the overlay network concept. This architecture resolves the previ-
ously introduced shortcomings by extensive virtualization and a robust control
plane. The separation of identiﬁers and locators is achieved by the collaboration
between CVL and I2, being oﬀered to the user through the ASVL. The global
scalability and heterogeneity of underlying architectures is provided by the sep-
aration of local and global locators, deﬁning an identity space managed by I2 to
address global communications.
We brieﬂy discuss the feasibility of the proposed solution with an initial vi-
ability analysis that places the architecture design in terms of other existing
architectures, mapping each functional block with other existing architectures,
solutions, and infrastructures. Therefore, in future work, we will investigate the
relations of the architecture with the main design principles for the Future In-
ternet [30], and how we can improve it by applying them. In particular we would
analyse the GVA’s realization as part of Software Deﬁned Networks [34] and
Network Virtualization Functions [1]. After that we plan to continue the evalu-
ation of the architecture by building a prototype intended to perform extensive
experimentation.
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